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1. The Local Surrounding

Universities  in German-Speaking Countries:

(Prague 1348), Vienna 1365, Heidelberg 1386, ..., Bielefeld 1969

• University of Bielefeld
founded as „Reformuniversität“  (Schelsky, Mikat)

(Konstanz / Dahrendorf)

Principles: - research university

- interdisciplinary  (ZIF)

- internationally oriented

- democratic

1971:  Arbeitsstelle Physik

1972:  Fakultät für Physik  (Physics Departement)





The Bielefeld Physics Departement

Research Fields:

Experimental Physics

Atoms and Molecules

(no experimental High Energy Physics – Bielefeld should not become a 

strong competitor in the struggle for public finances)

Theoretical Physics

Elementary Particles and Mathematical Physics

(mainly QFT and Statistical Models)

Important decision: Concentration on few specific thematic subfields

(„Schwerpunktsetzung“)

 (partial) loss of broad physical competences



Helmut arrived in Bielefeld Sept. 1971

(as second professor for Theoretical Physics)

and started to establish a HEP research group

- which was really international 

(Sweden, Netherlands, Belgium, Austria,        

France,...)

- where everybody should collaborate with

everybody

- without hierarchial structure

- where large amounts of external funding

were acquired

- with many Humboldt fellows

(„open minded American style in Germany“!)

and organized many international conferences

at ZIF (being a ZIF Director 1974 – 1980)  





Helmut never spent too much time in Bielefeld:

1971  – 1985    Bielefeld

1985  – 1992     Brookhaven National Laboratory

1989  – 1995     CERN Theory Division

1995  – 2001  – today    Bielefeld

And the times he spent in university´s lecture halls for 

giving courses were even much shorter.



The 60´s were a time of deep scepticism concerning QFT:

- no convergence of the perturbation series (Landau, Dyson)

- nonexistence of the interaction picture (Haag)

- no perturbation theory for strong interactions (g >> 1)

Two alternative approaches for the  physics of hadrons:

Analytic S-Matrix   QFT    Current Algebra
(flavour symmetry)

2. The Situation of Physics



Analytic S-Matrix

(based on: crossing, analyticity (causality), unitarity,)

Dispersion Relations

Regge Trajectories

Finite Energy Sum Rules

Duality

(high energy) Regge behavior  (low energy averaged) resonance behaviour

Dual Resonance Model (Veneziano)        QCD Strings

Bootstrap

(all hadrons are mutually self-sustaining)

Statistical Bootstrap  (Hagedorn)



Symmetries  – Current Algebra
(hadronic currents have dual meaning: sources and symmetry generators)

Current Algebras  (exact SU(2) or SU(3) relations)

Sum Rules  (infinite momentum frame)

Scaling   partons

Quark-Current Algebra  (current and constituent quarks)

Hadrons as Quark Bound States

Parastatistics  Color

QCD   Confinement



3.  Helmut´s approaches
Helmut was, from his beginnings, mostly interested in questions and 

phenomena which have to be treated appropriately by 

thermodynamical and statistical methods

(high energy hadronic  collisions, multiparticle production, diffractive dissociation,    

hadronic matter,...) 

and used the appropriate (S-matrix) methods
(fireball, Hagedorn temperature, dual resonance models, statistical bootstrap,...)











Slowly and reluctantly he realized that the

Quark Model    and    QCD

(as a QFT which can be treated nonperturbatively on the lattice) 

could fruitfully be used to understand statistical features also:

- phase transitions

- critical phenomena

- (de-)confinement

- hadronic matter and quark – gluon plasma







Bielefeld became one of the centres of finite temperature QCD
(F. Karsch, J. Engels, R. Baier, E. Laermann, O. Kaczmarek,

M. Laine, Y. Schröder, A. Vuorinen, ..., and many guests)

and of the theory of Quark–Gluon Plasma.

Helmut´s invaluable contribution was to combine field theoretic 
results with ingenious phenomenological ideas and concepts:



Is the Standard Model the ultimate theory?
Presumably not:

April 2011:  Fermilab CDF-group

„Invariant Mass Distribution of Jet Pairs Produced in Association with a W boson

at sqrt(s)=1.96 TeV“

Is this an indication of

- Technicolor?  - Little Higgs with Z´?

- Excited Z-Boson in a Subconstituent Model of quarks and leptons?





Johann Wolfgang von Goethe´s  laurel wreath (1799):

„Dem edlen Greis!“
(„For the noble Old Man“)



Herzlichen Glückwunsch Helmut!


